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Wtodzimierz MLAK* and Jan STOCHEL** §1. Let 3£ be a separable complex Hilbert space with a fixed orthonormal basis {£"}*=()• Denote by S a forward isometric shift such that Se n = e n+i for n > 0 and by D a diagonal operator determined by the equality De n = w n e n for n > 0. Assume that w n > 0 for n > 0. The for n > 0. Since h u (z) = i * u n e n (z) for all z E C, one can show that for any u EC 1 , the series z/ 77= e n converges in B 2 to h u . Setting w n = \/n + 1 for « >0, we can write
In particular we have \\h u \\ 2 = e^~ for u E C 1 . Thus the function e '"'" /2 /z w E B 2 is a normalized eigenfunction of the annihilation operator a. It is called a coherent normalized quantum state of the electromagnetic field; such states are used in the quantum optics (see [3] and [5] ). §2. Let W be a weighted shift with positive weights w n , i.e. We n = w n e n+i and w n > 0 forn > 0. The equality (1.7) suggests that the proper candidate for a coherent state related to W would be the orthogonal series oc n (2.1) h(z) = e n + E e,,.
In order to have a nonempty region of convergence of the series defining we assume, following the Cauchy-Hadamard theorem, that Let z be an arbitrary element of S(W). Take a real number r 0 such that H < TO < f( W). Then there exists n 0 > 0 and q such that 0 < q < 1 and Arguing similarly to the above, one can show that for any zES(W), the dimension of the kernel of zl-W* is equal to 1 (see [6] for the bounded case). Summing up we have proved the following 
4) r(W) = +oc and S(W) = C { .
On the other hand, if W is bounded, then ze\_(z) = Wie 2 (z), so e 2 (z) = -. Applying the induction procedure, we comẽ to the conclusion (3.6) Thus we have described in an explicit form the orthonormal basis of the picture
It is plain -due to We M -that (We n (-))(z) = ze n (z) = w tl e n+i (z) for n > 0, where W is the picture of W in J3 2 (/f). Hence W is the functional model of W. Notice that in the above we have exploited merely the simplest form of the spectral theorem. For general theory of functional models for unbounded cyclic operators we refer the reader to [7] .
Let us assume that the subnormal weighted shift W satisfies the following condition:
Given /EH, we define the function /:5(W)->C by /(*) = (/, M*)) for ). It follows from (2.1) and (3.6) that An application of the polarization formula gives us Summing up we have proved the following theorem. 
This in turn implies that This is the celebrated Glauber-Klauder basic formula of quantum optics (cf.
[3])-
